
MATHS:

This Half Term’s Learning

KEY INSTANT RECALL FACT:

ENGLISH:

RELIGION:

SPELLINGS:

SCIENCE:

WIDER CURRICULUM:

OUR CLASS READS:

Column subtraction (with more than one
exchange) 
Recognising factor pairs
Multiplying three numbers
Multiplying a two digit number by a 1 digit
number
Multiplying a three digit number by a 1 digit
number
Dividing 2 digit numbers by a 1 digit number

Multiplication and division facts for the 12 times
table.

New Life
We will explore how the Good News brings life and
understand the new life of the Easter message is spread
through the power of the Holy Spirit.
Building Bridges
We will discuss ways we can build bridges of friendship
and understand the celebration of Reconciliation – What
Catholics believe and do.

Sound
We will find out out how sounds are created and
travel to our ears. We will investigate the volume and
pitch of sounds as well as looking at sound insulation.

Retrueval practice – Lent spellings
/ch followed by Ə/  ture, tu
/sh(un)/ tion, sion, cian
/sh(ous)/ tious,cious
/g/ g, gue, gu, gg
/k/ c,ck, cc, ch
 

Why the Whales Came by Michael Morpurgo
The Boy who Bike the World
 by Alastair Humpreys

Europe
In Geography, we will look at the location of different
European countries and their capital cities. We will explore
the eight compass points. 
Mi Casa
In Spanish, we will learn how to say where our home is
located and describe the rooms our home has or does not
have.
Pink Panther Theme
In music, we will explore The Pink Panther theme, creating
sound effects and compose new sound effect sequences.
The Working World
In PSHE, we will be looking at the chores we can do at
home and think about our ideal job and qualities required.
Cricket
In PE, we will be practicing basic ball skills and then
developing cricket skills.
RSE
We will discuss healthy and unhealthy relationships and look
at the differences between appropriate and inappropriate
touch.
We will also name the main external male and female body
parts and explore the physical changes that happen to boys
and girls as they go through puberty.

Cinquain Poems
Skill -Handwriting
Diary Writing
Skill -Correct, edit and improve writing. 
Formal Letters
Skill-propose grammatical changes to improve
writing.
Setting Description
Skill- using personification
Story Writing
Skill - practicing skills already taught
British Values 


